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Readers can’t stop talking about the new thriller — and now a Silent Patient movie is in the
works, with one very big name attached!

The Silent Patient by Alex Michaelides
According to Deadline, Brad Pitt’s Plan B along with Annapurna have optioned film rights to
Alex Michaelides’s bestselling thriller debut, which came out in early February. A #1 New York
Times bestseller, The Silent Patient centers on criminal psychotherapist Theo who works with
Alicia, a London artist who inexplicably shot her husband years ago — and then stopped
speaking. In order to discover the dark truth, Theo must get Alicia to talk.
THE SILENT PATIENT has been praised by readers and critics alike, with Entertainment
Weekly calling it “an unforgettable — and Hollywood-bound — new thriller” with “a mix of
Hitchcockian suspense, Agatha Christie plotting, and Greek tragedy.” People also called it an
“impressive, immersive debut,” referring to Michaelides as “a writer to watch.” In a tweet,
author Alex Michaelides shared his enthusiasm about the big news. Really excited to
announce Plan B and Annapurna are developing THE SILENT PATIENT as a movie,” he
wrote. “Officially all my dreams have come true.”
As part of a three-year contract, Brad Pitt’s Plan B and Annapurna worked together in
producing IF BEALE STREET COULD TALK and VICE, which garnered them two Oscar wins
and 11 nominations. Plan B, run by Pitt along with Dede Gardner and Jeremy Kleiner, was
also the production company behind 12 YEARS A SLAVE and MOONLIGHT, both of which
won the Academy Award for Best Picture. Annapurna chief content officer Sue Naegle and film
division president Ivana Lombardi will help oversee the adaptation of THE SILENT PATIENT.
On another note, I’m putting together a list of “Twisty” mysteries. Some old and some recent. I
would like to add any others that you all have read. I’ve been checking the ratings I’ve given
ones I’ve read in the past and find if the book reminded me of an earlier book it would get a
rather low rating. For instance Jody Piccoult’s SALEM FALLS so reminded me of other Salem
witch tales that I gave it a 2.5 But her other books on the list were a 4.5 and a 5.0. It’s a good
thing that several on the list have received “5’s” from me and some I want to reread. The
library has most of them .
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Reader’s Reviews
ANNE
Christie Agatha - CARIBBEAN MYSTERY - 3.0
Miss Marple gets involved and helps Island police solve a
murder.
Obama, Michelle - BECOMING 5.0++
From her childhood on the south side of Chicago to the
White House. Amazing lady and amazing story.
White, Randy Wayne - CARIBBEAN RIM - 2.0
Family connections took us to Sanibel Island where this
mystery takes place. Doc Ford is helping a friend find a
shipwreck. History of Spanish ship0s, slaves and
immigrants is interesting.

to live with their devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a
small Southern town, Maya and her brother, Bailey,
endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the
local "powhitetrash." At eight years old and back at her
mother’s side in St. Louis, Maya is attacked by a man
many times her age—and has to live with the
consequences for a lifetime.

BOBBI
Coben, Harlan - THE FINAL DETAIL - 5.0
Myron Bolitar, sports agent is on an island owned by his
sidekick’s family Windsor Lockwood III. Together with the
rest of Bolitar’s team they solve a murder Esperanza
(Myron’s associate) has been accused of.
Stanley, Kelli - CITY OF SHARKS - 4.5Fooourth Miranda
Corbie mystery in the 1940’s San Francisco. A secretary to
a book publisher asks Miranda for help as someone is
trying to kill her.
Yu, Ovidia - THE FRANGIPANI TREE MYSTERY - 4.5
1936 in the Crown Colony of Singapore, and the British
abdication crisis and rising Japanese threat seem very far
away. When the Irish nanny looking after Acting Governor
Palin's daughter dies suddenly - and in mysterious
circumstances - mission school-educated local girl Su Lin an aspiring journalist trying to escape an arranged
marriage - is invited to take her place., Su Lin helps Chief
Inspector Thomas LeFroy solve murders
Baldacci, David - THE FALLEN - 5.0++
4th in Memory Man series an agent who can’t forget any
detail he has seen. Amos Decker in a mill town (Baronville)
where four murders have recently happened. With his FBI
colleague Alex Jamison he must help solve the murders.
Lupica, Mike - ROBERT B PARKER’S BLOOD FEUD - 4.0
A trip back to the series with Sunny Randall , the ex-wife of
a mob leader’s son. WhenRickie (the ex) is shot Sunny
learns of a message “sins of the father” The book is
loaded with political views.
Kapoor, Deepti - A” BAD C”HARACTER - 3.0
She is 20 in New Delhi , but is sent to Singapore to her
aunt and uncle. She meets him is a café.. and throws
herself into a love affair. Told in a voice gritty, lyrical,
nournful and frank. Not a feel good story.
Angelou, Maya - I KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS
- 2.0
A memoir of Angelou and her family. Sent by their mother
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KAREN
Armstrong, Kelly - WATCHER IN THE WOODS - #4 2019 - Yukon - 4.25
Casey Duncan and Rockton sheriff Dalton must solve the
appearance of a Federal Marshall… and when he is
killed, his killer. Casey’s dog a Newfoundland and the
butcher’s wolf-pup may become friends. Lots of upheaval
in Rockton and perhaps more trouble with the “hostiles” in
an another story.
Bowen, Rhys - THE VICTORY GARDEN - 2019 Devonshire, UK - 4.0
Emily Bryce leaves her home at 21 to work in the WWI
effort. She becomes a “land girl” and helps local farmers
with other young women. She meets,,,Robbie… an
Australian pilot who is killed soon after he asks her to
marry him. Emily becomes a friend of an old (84) titled
lady and becomes something of a local healer. Not a
mystery but quite entertaining.
Carr, Jack - THE TERMINAL LIST - 2018 - San Diego +
more - 3.75
Navy Seal James Reece discovers his entire team is
killed because of a medical experiment… then his friends
and then his family as a coverup. He becomes a target
and they become his target. A bit excessive but how can
this character survive for another book? One can only
hope
Clark, Tracy - BROKEN PLACES - #1 - 2018 - Chicago 4.25
Cass Raines, African-American ex-op now a PI seeks
killer of her father figure, the priest. Must deal with cop
who forced her to kill a teen to save her partner… is in
charge of investigation which he tries to write off as a
murder-suicide. Mid book her natural father shows up
and is given a cold shoulder. Cass has a lot of controlled
anger which leads her into trouble.
Lawson, Mike - HOUSE WITNESS - #12 - 2018 - New
York - (K) - 4.7
John Mahoney (House Minority leader) send Joe
DeMarco to NY to make sure the killer of his illegitimate
son is convicted, but with a witness tampering pro at work
on the crime’s witnesses Joe will have a difficult time.
Margolin, Phillip - THE THIRD VICTIM -#1 (probably)
2018 - Portland OR - 3.5

A woman stumbles our of the woods a victim of a brutal
attack. When it is learned the place is owned by a
Portland lawyer who soon is arrested a young lawyer
(Robin Lockwood) and her mentor (Regina Barrister)take
on the case defending him. Complications with a violent
cop, a missing witness etc. a bit hard to buy the details
of the investigation.. but an easy read.
McCall Smith, Alexander - THE GOOD PILOT PETER
WOODHOUSE - 2018 - UK and Germany - 3.25
Wartime story of Val Eliot and an US pilot and a dog
(Peter Woodhouse) and a German soldier who refuses to
shoot the dog. Sweet
Owens, Delia - WHERE THE CRAWDADS SING - 2018 marshland in NC - 4.8
Kya is abandoned by family and grows up alone in a
shack from the time she is 10… and her love of the
marsh is revealed and her love for two men (boys) who
abandoned her. Part written in 1960 and parts flash
forward to 1969 and the investigation of the questionable
death of one of the men. A bit slow getting hooked but
once hooked read pretty much without stopping.
Perry, Thomas - THE BURGLAR - 2019 - Los Angeles 2.75
Compare to Tim Hallinan’s Jr. Bender series and it loses.
Elle Stowall, young burglar, discovers three bodies in a
home she is robbing… and ends up a target of the bad
guys. Readable but too many details of her work.
Further hard to buy the hunt for her… as she never saw a
killer.
Quirk, Matthew - THE NIGHT AGENT 2019 - Washington
DC - 4.6
Peter Sutherland - a FBI agent station at the White
House to receive urgent messages that must be passed
along to higher officials but hearing the panic in the report
he goes to the aide of Rose, whose aunt and uncle were
killed - together they undertake to solve the mystery of
Osprey and the Red Ledger. A bit over the top but very
readable.
White, Christian - THE NOWHERE CHILD - 2019 Melbourne & Kentucky - 3.0
Kim, in Melbourne, is approached by a man who claims
she is the missing child who disappeared in Kentucky
20+ years ago. He then reveals he is her brother….
Based on DNA results. Constant back and forth between
now and then… caused me to lose interest in either
story.
NANCY
Christie, Agatha - A CARIBBEAN MYSTERY - not rated
as author is classic
Francis, Dick - SECOND WIND - 4.0+
Kris Ironside and Perry Stuart work for the BBC Weather

Center as meteorologists. They are given the

opportunity to fly thru the eye of a hurricane. Whey
their plane crashes they survive, but must face other
major problems

Hoffman, Alice - THE MARRIAGE OF OPPOSITES 4.0+
Historical fiction about Rachel, mother of Camille
Pissarro. Takes place in early 1800’s on the island of St.
Thomas is a community of Jews who have escaped the
Inquisition. Beautifully written with detailed descriptions.
Munier, Paula - A BORROWING OF BONES 4.09
A former military police female and her deceased fiancé’s
dog, Elvis come across bones in a Vermont wilderness
and an abandoned baby. Elvis helps search for the
missing mother.
Penny, Louise - THE KINGDOM OF THE DEAD - 5.0
Rankin, Ian - A HOUSE OF LIES - 4.0
Siobhan Clarke works with John Rebus on a cold case
that he had originally worked on. A missing PI’s body
shows up in the trunk of a buried car. Few clues remain.
Williams, Timothy - THE HONEST FOLK OF
GUADELOUPE = 4.0+
French-Algerian judge Anne Marie Laveaud is assigned a
high-profile case. The story of a murdered white woman
has attracted the attention of international media. The
economy of Guadeloupe, so dependent on the tourist
industry, could suffer a terrible hit if this case isn't brought
under control with some quick, impressive police work.
Williams, Timothy ANOTHER SUN 4.0+
The sun-drenched Caribbean island of Guadeloupe is
technically part of France, subject to French law, and
loyal to the French Republic. French-Algerian judge Anne
Marie Laveaud relocated to this beautiful Caribbean
island confident that she could make it her new home.
But her day-to-day life is rife with frustration. Now she is
assigned a murder case in which she is sure the chief
suspect is a political scapegoat.
PAM
Child, Lee - PAST TENSE - 3.5
Reacher follow a road sign to Laconia, a place where his
father grew up and runs into his usual trouble and he
handles with ease. He makes a shocking discovery
about his family history.
Connelly, Michael - DARK SACRED NIGHT - 3.85
Detective Renee Ballard working a night shift observes
Bosch looking at old files. When he explains, he asks
her to work with him to solve an old case. The new
partnership is put to the test when the case takes an
unexpected and dangerous turn.
Patterson, James - TARGET - 3.0
(Continued on page 4)
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Shortly after the new President drops dead and a Senator
is gunned down, Alex Cross realizes he is number 3 on
someone’s (East European assassin) hit list

All nice reads, not thriller exciting, but nice, quiet
mysteries in which you may learn something about
whomever the pot thief has read a book.

PENELOPE
Benedict, Marie - THE OTHER EINSTEIN -5.0_ A window
into a brilliant, fascinating woman whose light was lost in
Einstein's enormous shadow. This is the story of Einstein's
wife, a brilliant physicist in her own right, whose
contribution to the special theory of relativity is hotly
debated and may have been inspired by her own profound
and very personal insight. Mitza Maric has always been a
little different from other girls. Most 20-year-olds are wives
by now, not studying physics at an elite Zurich university
with only male students trying to outdo her clever
calculations.
Box, C.J. - VICIOUS CIRCLE 5.0 - Fast moving and
easily followed plot.
Cullen, Lynn - MRS. POE - 5.0
Poe’s mistress story in a very restricted society. Story is
dragging and repetitive near end.
Hillerman, Tony - SKELETON MAN - 4.0
Joe Leaphorn seeks how a young Hopi named Billy Tuve
came by a valuable diamond the boy tried to pawn for a
fraction of its worth and finds himself involved in a fivedecade old mystery. It dates back to a plane crash in the
Grand Canyon, one that took the life of a man whose
putative daughter also has an interest in the diamond; it
could lead her to her father's remains, from which she
hopes to extract enough DNA to establish her birthright.

YVONNE
Box, C J - OFF THE GRID - 4.88
Joe Pickett and his friend Nate Romanowski are forced to
help destroy a domestic terror cell in the Red Desert as
promises are made to make Nate’s criminal record
disappear.
Churchill, Nancy - A DELICATE LIE - 4.0
A investigative journalist and her sister a detective solve
the mystery of why people are dying from unusual
circumstances. Colorful characters.
Hart, Carolyn - RESORT TO MURDER - 3.0
70 something Henrietta O solves a murder on a luxurious
vacation resort on the island of Bermuda. Involves
ghostly appearances.
Preiss, Byron, Ted Mann and Sean Kelly - THE SECRET
- 4.0
The tale begins over three-hundred years ago, when the
Fair People—the goblins, fairies, dragons, and other
fabled and fantastic creatures of a dozen lands—fled the
Old World for the New, seeking haven from the ways of
Man. With them came their precious jewels: diamonds,
rubies, emeralds, pearls and then they vanish. The author
hid 12 casques across the US Only two have been found
and the author has died.
Simonson, Helen - THE SUMMER BEFORE THE WAR 3.5
Set in East Sussex in 1914. The sweet innocence of the
times is brought to life when Beatrice Nash arrives to
teach Latin to the students of Rye. Beatrice is a welleducated woman who must make it on her own after the
death of her academic father. She struggles against the
strictures of her time to find a place.
Alexander Pope - ”The Dunciad”
John Keats—”Ode to a Grecian Urn”
John Donne—”Devotions”
John Milton—”Paradise Lost”
Rudyard Kipling—”Ballad of East and West”
John Milton—”Paradise Lost”
Alexander Pope—”An essay on confession”
Rudyard Kipling—”The female of the species”
From a Poet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Death Valley
Second to non
Ageless
All in all
I’m counting on you
The Pen is mightier than the sword
go down in history
Plexers Answers

SUSAN
Christy, Agatha - A CARIBBEAN MYSTERY 3.0
Miss Marple is given a Caribbean vacation by her nephew.
While at an island resort, a visitor is murdered. She
befriends all the other visitors and uses her keen
observations and conversations to find the murderer. Not
exciting but I at least finished it.
Jance, J.A. - EDGE OF EVIL and WEB OF EVIL and
HAND OF EVIL These are the first three books of the Ali
Reynolds series. Ali was a network news anchor in LA
who was fired from her job and whose husband left her
the same day. Recovering from this, she retreats to her
home in Arizona where she starts a blog. Returning to LA
for the divorce, she is accused of murdering her husband
and his pregnant girlfriend. Then, she returns to AZ where
her college scholarship benefactor asks for a favor. Of
course, Ali is eventually required to solve another murder
along with her new/sometimes boyfriend, Dave.
Orenduff, J. Michael - THE POT THIEF WHO STUDIED
DH LAWRENCE and THE POT THIEF WHO STUDIED
BILLY THE KID and THE POT THIEF WHO STUDIED
GEORGIA OKEEFE and THE POT THIEF WHO
STUDIED EDWARD ABBEY
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Due in April
Elliott, Lexie - THE MISSING YEARS -Ailsa Calder has
inherited half of a house. The other half belongs to a man who
disappeared twenty-seven years ago--her father.

Baldacci, David - REDEMPTION Amos Decker #5
Berry, Connie - A DREAM OF DEATH - On a remote Scottish
island, American antiques dealer Kate Hamilton wrestles with her
own past while sleuthing a brutal killing, staged to recreate a twohundred-year-old unsolved murder.

Fredericks, Mariah - DEATH OF A NEW AMERICAN [Jane
Prescott #2 In 1912, as New York reels from the news of the
Titanic disaster, ladies' maid Jane Prescott travels to Long
Island with the Benchley family. Their daughter Louise is to
marry William Tyler, at their uncle and aunt's mansion; the
Tylers are a glamorous, storied couple, their past filled with
travel and adventure.

Brandreth, Gyles - OSCAR WILDE AND THE RETURN OF JACK
THE RIPPER [Oscar Wilde #7]
Brennan, Allison - NOTHING TO HIDE (Lucy Kincaid #15) -With a
background in psychology, FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid is good at
getting into the heads of killers and victims both.

Bruce, Alison - I DID IT FOR US - Emily's instincts tell her that best
friend Joanne's new boyfriend is bad news. Emily fears for Joanne.
Fears for Joanne's children. But Joanne won't listen because she's
in love. So Emily watches, and waits . . . and makes a choice.
Burke, Alafair - THE BETTER SISTER - For a while, it seemed like
both Taylor sisters had found happiness. Chloe landed a coveted
publishing job in New York City. Nicky got married to a promising
young attorney named Adam McIntosh and became a mother to a
baby boy named Ethan 14 years later Chloe is married to Adam .
Caine, Rachel - WOLFHUNTER RIVER (Stillhouse Lake #3) Gwen Proctor escaped her serial-killer husband and saved her
family. What she can't seem to outrun is his notoriety. Or the sick
internet vigilantes still seeking to avenge his crimes.

Camilleri, Andrea - THE SECT OF ANGELS - The lawyer and
journalist Matteo Teresi discovers the existence of a secret sect
whose members include priests, politicians, and regional VIPs.

Gudenkauf, Heather - BEFORE SHE WAS FOUND - For
twelve-year-old Cora Landry and her friends Violet and Jordyn,
it was supposed to be an ordinary sleepover - movies and
talking about boys. But when they decide to sneak out to go to
the abandoned rail yard on the outskirts of town, little do they
know that their innocent games will have consequences
Hall, Rachel Howzell - THEY ALL FALL DOWN -Miriam Macy
sails off to a luxurious private island off the coast of Mexico,
with six strangers-an ex-cop, a chef, a financial advisor, a
nurse, a lawyer, and a young widow. Surrounded by miles of
open water in the gloriously green Sea of Cortez, Miriam is
shocked to discover that she and the rest of her companions
have been brought to the remote island under false pretensesand all seven strangers harbor a secret. Pays homage to AND
THEN THERE W NONE
Hall, Parnell - LIGHTS! CAMERA! PUZZLES! [Puzzle Lady )
Harris, C S- WHO SLAYS THE WICKED [Sebastian St. Cyr )

Carr, Jack - TRUE BELIEVER [James Reece #2] - When a string
of horrific terrorist attacks plagues the Western world during the
holiday season, the broader markets fall into a tailspin. The attacks
are being coordinated by a shadowy former Iraqi commando who
has disappeared into Europe's underground. The US government
has an asset who can turn the Iraqi against his masters: James
Reece, the most wanted domestic terrorist alive.

Hillerman, Anne - THE TALE TELLER [Leaphorn, Chee and
Bernie Manuelito #5]

Collins, Max Allan - GIRL MOST LIKELY - In a small Midwest
town, twenty-eight-year-old Krista Larson has made her mark as
the youngest female police chief in the country.

Jennings, Maureen - HEAT WAVE It's July 1936, and
Charlotte Frayne is the junior associate in a two-person private
investigation firm, owned by T. Gilmore. An anti-Semitic hate
letter is delivered to Gilmore

Downing, David - DIARY OF A DEAD MAN ON LEAVE - In April
1938, a man calling himself Josef Hofmann arrives at a boarding
house in Hamm, Germany Fifty years later Walter Gersdorff finds
is a chronicle of one the most tumultuous years in German history,
narrated by a secret agent on a deadly mission.
Dugoni, Robert - THE EIGHTH SISTER - Former CIA case officer
Charles Jenkins is a man at a crossroads: in his early sixties, he
has a family, a new baby on the way, and a security consulting
business on the brink of bankruptcy. Then his former bureau chief
shows up at his house with a risky new assignment:
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Hitchcock, Jane Stanton - BLUFF -Driven by a high-stakes
poker game, is about deceit, seduction, and revenge that will
keep you spellbound
Jance, J A - THE A LIST (Alison Reynolds #14)

Kerr, Philip - METROPOLIS [Bernie Gunther #14, prequel]
Kiernan, Olivia - THE KILLER IN ME- Death is no stranger to
Detective Chief Superintendent Frankie Sheehan, but she isn't
the only one from her small, coastal suburb to be intimately
acquainted with it. Years ago, teenager Sean Hennessey
shocked the tight-knit community when he was convicted of
the murder of his parents and attempted slaying of his sister
Land, Jon - STRONG AS STEEL (Caitlin Strong #10)Texas
Ranger family

More Coming Attractions
Laukkanen, Owen - DECEPTION COVE (#1) Jess Winslow is
a former US Marine struggling to adjust to civilian life after the
horrors of Afghanistan. All she has in the world is her black
and white pitbull mix, Lucy. Mason Burke trained Lucy for the
service animal program while serving fifteen years in prison.
Lucy helped keep him sane; now he'll stop at nothing to keep
her safe. When a corrupt deputy sheriff takes Lucy hostage
over a package Jess's late husband allegedly stole, newlyreleased Mason promises to help. -

subsequent suicide and the recent murder of her father,
coming home to run the funeral home feels fitting - even if it
leaves her vulnerable to an obsessive serial killer
Whitehouse, Lucie - CRITICAL INCIDENTS -Dismissed for
misconduct from the Met's Homicide Command after refusing
to follow orders, unable to pay her bills (or hold down a
relationship), she has no choice but to take her teenage
daughter Lennie and move back in with her parents in
Birmingham.

McCall Smith, Alexander - THE DEPARTMENT OF
SENSITIVE CRIMES [Detective Varg #1]
Norman, August - COME AND GET ME -debut -When awardwinning journalist Caitlin Bergman is invited back to campus to
receive an honorary degree, she finds an opportunity for a well
-earned victory lap - and a chance to face the trauma that
almost destroyed her as an undergrad. But her lap becomes
an all-out race when a student begs her to probe an unsolved
campus disappearance:
Palmer, D. J . SAVING MEGHAN -Doctors suspect
Munchausen syndrome by proxy
Patterson, James and Maxine Paetro - THE 18TH
ABDUCTION [Women’s Murder Club #18]
Rankin, Ian and Rona Munro - LONG SHADOWS (John
Rebus)

You Can quote me on that

Sandford, John - NEON PREY [Lucas Davenport #29]
Scottoline, Lisa - SOMEONE KNOWS -Allie Garvey is
heading home to the funeral of a childhood friend. Allie is not
only grief-stricken, she's full of dread. Because going home
means seeing the other two people with whom she shares an
unbearable secret.

“Stone walls do not a prison make
Nor iron bars a cage”
“A thing of beauty is a joy forever”

Siger, Jeffrey - THE MYKONOS MOB [Andreas Kaldis #10] A
corrupt former police colonel who runs a protection racket on
Mykonos is gunned down. Suddenly, Athens' Chief Inspector
Andreas Kaldis is face-to-face with Greece's top crime bosses
on an island of natural beauty with a reputation

“No man is an island”
“All hope abandon, ye who enter here”
“East if East and West is West and never the twain
shall meet.”

Thompson, Victoria - MURDER ON TRINITY PLACE (Gaslight
Mysteries #22)Sounds similar to Anne Perry but in New York
not London.

“All hell broke loose”

Upson, Nicola - SORRY FOR THE DEAD (Josephine Tey #8)
In the summer of 1915, the sudden death of a young girl
brings grief and notoriety to Charleston Farmhouse on the
Sussex Downs.

To err is human, to forgive divine”
The female of the species is more deadly than the
male.

Webb, Debra - THE SECRETS WE BURY Doctor Rowan
Dupont knows death. She grew up surrounded by it in her
family's Victorian funeral home, and it's haunted her since the
day her twin sister drowned years ago. Between her mother's

(April is Poetry Month)
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Plexers
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Reporters Old and New
Ahern, Cecelia - ONE HUNDRED NAMES (2012)
Barclay, Linwood - LONE WOLF (2006) and STONE RAIN (2007)
Boyle, Gerry - COVER STORY (2000) and BORDER LINE (1998)
Brackmann, Lisa - BLACK SWAN RISING (2018)
Brennan, Allison - NOTORIOUS (2014)
Brown, Sandra - DEADLINE (2013)
Cain, Sarah - THE 8th CIRCLE (2016)
Connelly, Michael – THE SCARECROW – 2010 and THE POET -2004
Dahl, Julia - CONVICTION (2017) RUN YOU DOWN (2015) and INVISIBLE CITY (2014)
Daugherty, Christi. THE ECHO KILLING (2018
DeSilva, Bruce – A SCOURGE OF VIPERS 2015 Liam Mulligan: street-smart investigative reporter in Providence, Rhode Island
THE DREAD LINE (2016) PROVIDENCE RAG (2014) CLIFF WALK (2012) ROGUE ISLAND (2010)
Donlea, Charlie - SUMMIT LAKE (2016)
Eskens, Allen - THE SHADOWS WE HIDE - (2018) THE LIFE WE BURY (2014)
Flynn, Gillian - SHARP OBJECTS
Gruley,Bryan - STARVATION LAKE ( 2009) and THE HANGING TREE (2010) on CD only
Guterson, David - SNOW FALLING ON CEDARS (1995)
Haseldine, Jane - Julia Gooden series - THE LAST TIME SHE SAW HIM (2016) and DUPLICITY (2017) and WORTH KILLING
(2018) and YOU FIT THE PATTERN (2019)
Harvey, Michael - BRIGHTON - (2016)
Hillerman, Tony - THE FLY ON THE WALL (1971)
Iles, Greg. CEMETERY ROAD. A journalist returns to his small Mississippi hometown because his father is dying and his mother
needs help with the family newspaper, (2019)
Marklund, Liza
Annika Bengtzon series THE BOMBER (2001) and RED WOLF (2003) and LAST WILL (2012) and LIFETIME (2013) and THE
LONG SHADOW (2012)
Maxwell, Alyssa - MURDER AT CHATEAU SUR MER(2017) and MURDER AT ROUGH POINT(2016) and MURDER AT
BEECHWOOD (2015)
Parks, Brad - THE FRAUD and EYES OF THE INNOCENT (2011) and THE GIRL NEXT DOOR (2012) and THE GOOD COP
(2013) and FACES OF THE GONE (2009)
Ryan, Hank Phillippi -TRUST ME and
Jane Ryland series THE OTHER WOMAN (2012) and THE WRONG GIRL (2013) and TRUTH BE TOLD (2014) and
SAY NO MORE (2016)
Scott, A.D. A DOUBLE DEATH ON THE BLACK ISLE and BENEATH THE ABBEY WALL and NORTH SEA REQUIEM and A
SMALL DEATH IN A GREAT GLEN and THE LOW ROAD and A KIND OF GRIEF mid-1950s in the highlands of Scotland
Vatsai, Radha - A FRONT PAGE AFFAIR (2016) pre WWI woman journalist
Wiehl, Lis W. - THE NEWSMAKERS and THE CANDIDATE and HEART OF ICE (2011)
Willig, Lauren - THE ENGLISH WIFE
Ziskin, James W -CAST THE FIRST STONE (2017) …entire series about Ellie Stone

